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Sierra Lobo Honored with Large Business
Prime Contractor of the Year Award
On May 3, Sierra Lobo, Inc. (SLI) attended the Robert H. Goddard
Honor Awards Ceremony, where CEO, George Satornino, accepted
the 2017 NASA Office of Small Business Programs (OSBP) Small
Business Industry Award (SBIA) in the category of “Large
Business Prime Contractor of the Year” from NASA Goddard
Space Flight Center (GSFC).

SLI received accolades from Dr. John Mather (NASA's only Nobel
Laureate), JWST's Senior Project Scientist. He remarked on our
"...incredible dedication and personal sacrifice...” for the "...most
complex cryo-vacuum campaigns that Goddard ever conducted."
Additionally, NASA recognized SLI’s “outstanding performance in
exceeding the contractual small business goals.”

As prime contractor on the Environmental Test and Integration
Services (ETIS) II contract, SLI manages and operates GSFC’s
integration and test facilities for the Applied Engineering and
Technology Directorate (AETD).

SLI also received the Robert H. Goddard Exceptional Achievement
Award for outstanding support of the JWST/Integrated Science
Instrument Module thermal vacuum test. SLI used lessons-learned,
checklists, and Job Hazard Analysis (JHA) to ensure all work was
performed thoroughly, safely, per requirements, and completely.

The ETIS II Team provided exceptional technical performance in
support of numerous flight projects. Specifically, as an integral part
of the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) Test Campaign Team,

SLI is both thrilled and humbled to be recognized with this prestigious
award. Thank you GSFC and OSBP!

(Photo Credit: SLI)
(Photo

Above: SLI CEO, George Satornino,
holding the SBIA award
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A Note from our President, Daniel R. Lowe
Sierra Lobo Team,
We appreciate all of your hard work, attention to customer service, and commitment to
excellence. We operate and conduct our business based on a core set of principles. An
organization’s principles are a consistent and timeless foundation for its rules of conduct,
based on beliefs of what is right. Sierra Lobo’s principles are:









Build and sustain relationships based on integrity and trust.
Pursue excellence and continuous improvement.
Exceed customers’ expectations.
Acknowledge our people as the foundation of the company.
Promote open communications.
Commit to the safety of all people and protection of the environment.
Empower employees with the proper level of responsibility, authority, and accountability.
Promote outreach, education, and growth in our communities and our nation.

I encourage each of you to seek ways to improve your own conduct based on our principles. I
also encourage you to provide feedback to management on how we can improve our conduct
as an organization. Finally, I encourage each of you to define and live your life by your own
principles.

(Photo Credit: SLI)

Daniel R. Lowe

Daniel R. Lowe
President

Follow Us on Social Media
Follow Sierra Lobo on social media to keep up-to-date with the latest company news and benefit from a range of useful
resources through one of the following channels:
Facebook: www.facebook.com/sierralobo
Twitter:
https://twitter.com/sierralobo
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/sierra-lobo-inc
We would like to expand our follower base so we can utilize these resources to quickly and efficiently disperse company
and industry news to our employees, customers, teammates, and all those with
interest in the industry. It is also a great way to keep up with the latest work on our
projects and contracts. By following our company on LinkedIn, becoming a fan on
Facebook, or following our tweets on Twitter, you can be sure that you will hear the
latest information first.
Connect with us and — most importantly — with each other. Take a look at our
social media posts and visit our website at www.sierralobo.com to join the
conversation.

We are known by the tracks we leave...
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Sierra Lobo Promotes ETIS II Program Manager
to Vice President
Congratulations!
William (Bill) J. Gallagher was recently promoted to the position of Vice
President, reporting directly to Sierra Lobo’s Chief Executive Officer (CEO),
George A. Satornino. Bill serves as our Program Manager for the Environmental
Test and Integration Services (ETIS) II contract, as well as the Omnibus
Multidiscipline Engineering Services (OMES) II contract (with SAIC), at NASA
Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC).
He was promoted to Vice President to empower him with full authority for
decision-making on our contracts at NASA GSFC, and to give him direct access
to our CEO. We also plan to capitalize on Bill’s expertise in project and contract
management, to improve our processes and systems. Bill has over 18 years of
experience as a Program Manager, and over 30 years of experience at NASA
GSFC, supporting numerous spacecraft and instrument projects.
Under Bill’s leadership, Sierra Lobo has had excellent performance ratings on the
ETIS II contract, resulting in Sierra Lobo being selected as the Large Business
Prime Contractor of the Year, in 2017.
(Photo Credit: SLI)

William Gallagher

SLI Hosts Distinguished Guests
Throughout the month of May, SLI was honored to provide tours of TDEC and share TDEC and Corporate capabilities with
several distinguished guests from Industry and the Federal Government, including U.S. Representative Marcy Kaptur, and
NASA Applied Engineering and Technology Directorate (AETD) Director, Dr. Felicia Jones, and Deputy Director, Juan Roman.

(Photo Credit: kaptur.house.gov)

Above: Marcy Kaptur, U.S.
Representative for Ohio's
9th congressional district
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(Photo Credit: NASA)

Above: Dr. Felecia Jones, Director of
Engineering at AETD, NASA Goddard
Space Flight Center
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(Photo Credit: NASA)

Above: Juan Roman, Deputy
Director at AETD, NASA Goddard
Space Flight Center
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Team WOLFPACK at the Glass City Marathon

(Photo Credit: SLI)

Above: Steve Grasl, Justin Wilde, Lisa Sentle, and Jason Epperson

Team WOLFPACK was at it again this year! The 2018 Mercy Health Glass City Marathon (GCM) was held on April 21 st with five
Sierra Lobo TDEC and Corporate employees representing Team WOLFPACK. Those running this year were Phil Putman, Lisa
Sentle, Steve Grasl, Jason Epperson, and Justin Wilde. The official time for the team was 4 hours, 9 minutes, and 45 seconds.
They placed 129th out of 317 relay teams, and out of the Corporate relay teams, they placed 25 th out of 42 teams.
As in all great things, there always seems to be a hiccup or two. This year’s happened at the second handoff point of the
marathon. When Lisa reached this point, she was unable to find Steve. To keep the team on track, Lisa kept running. Thankfully,
they were able to meet up towards the end of the marathon, and Steve, Lisa, and Jason helped Justin finish strong across the
finish line.
Team WOLFPACK is always looking for new runners, and would welcome the chance to enter two teams next year. Start
dusting off those running shoes now!
What is the Glass City Marathon?
This 41 year Toledo area tradition is known for being one of the 25 fastest courses in the nation and acts as a qualifier for the
Boston Marathon. The event offers multiple distances to fit every level of participant (age and ability), even kids.
GCM is held in Toledo, Ohio, and is so called because the City of Toledo’s nickname is the Glass City. Toledo took on this
nickname long ago because of its storied history and influential role in the American glass industry. It is the 4 th largest city in
Ohio, and is located in the northwest corner of the state (from glasscitymarathon.org).

We are known by the tracks we leave...
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SLI Attends the One Ohio Defense Summit
“Ohio’s Drive for Defense”
On May 30-31, SLI employees Tony Skaff (Director of Technology and Technical Services) and Alex Yeckley (Manager,
Engineered Systems) attended the One Ohio Defense Summit held at the Sawmill Creek Conference Center in Sandusky, Ohio.
Organized by the Ohio Aerospace Institute, the One Ohio Defense Summit for Business was a two-day event showcasing the
changing needs of the Department of Defense, the strength of Ohio industry and academia, and the resources available to
Ohio businesses. Through collaboration between businesses, universities, State and federal Defense entities throughout Ohio,
attendees work to “cultivate innovative opportunities for national security and job security of Ohioans.”
Congresswoman Marcy Kaptur (D), State Representative John Boccieri (D) and State Senator Bill Beagle (R) discussed the
importance of DoD work in Ohio Districts. Ms. Kaptur is a member of the House Appropriations Committee, which has
authority over federal discretionary spending and determines spending levels for the entire federal government.
(Photo Credit: SLI)

Far left: Congresswoman Marcy Kaptur (D),
State Representative John Boccieri (D), and
State Senator Bill Beagle (R)
(Photo Credit: SLI)

Retrieved from https://www.bioohio.com/event/the-one-ohio-series-defense-summit/

Left: Congresswoman Marcy Kaptur at the
podium, discussing the importance of DoD
work in Ohio

SLI Honored at Evening Under the Sails
On July 13th, Sierra Lobo was honored for its continued support of the Adaptive
Adventures Program, at an Evening Under the Sails event, at Jackson Street Pier, in
Sandusky, Ohio. Adaptive Adventures provides a wide variety of paddlesports
programs to local rehab hospitals for individuals with physical disabilities, and
collaborates with over 80 community partners across America, including rehab
hospitals, park districts, VA medical centers, military hospitals, veteran service
organizations, and other adaptive sport programs.

(Photo Credit: SLI)

(Photo Credit: SLI)

Above, from left to right: Unidentified event guest, George
Satornino (SLI CEO), Gary Hobbs (SLI COO), Karen and Daryl Edwards
(SLI), Kristy and Alex Yeckley (SLI), Steve and Sandy Kordupel (SLI),
Kathy Arnoczky (SLI), and Sara Satornino (SLI)

Above: Larry and Patricia Knauer presents the
FREEDOM Provision Award to George and Sara
Satornino for Sierra Lobo’s generous and continued
support of Adaptive Adventures

We are known by the tracks we leave...
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SLI’s Healthiest You Program and Compass
Through Sierra Lobo’s partnerships with the American Council of Engineering Companies (ACEC) and United Healthcare, Sierra
Lobo employees are provided access to the Healthiest You Program and Compass Professional Health Services.

Healthiest You Program
This program enables employees to connect 24/7 to a
doctor who can diagnosis, provide treatment, and even
prescribe medication (when medically necessary) over the
phone or via the mobile app. Healthiest You can also help
employees find providers in their area, price prescriptions,
shop procedures, and more on the app.
A phone or online doctor consultation is free to employees
who participate in one of Sierra Lobo’s PPO medical
insurance plans. For HSA participants, there is a $40.00 fee
for this service.
For more information regarding Healthiest You, please
contact them at:
Phone Number: 866-703-1259 or acec.hy.university Search
and download “HealthiestYou” or “HY” in the App Store or
Google Play!
Online Account Setup: member.healthiestyou.com

Compass Professional Health Services
Compass services are provided at no cost to Sierra Lobo employees. Compass helps employees understand their insurance
benefits, find healthcare specialists (including physicians, eye doctors, and dentists), get cost estimates, help resolve billing
disputes, and find lower cost medication options.
For any additional information regarding compass please contact them at:
Phone Number: 800-513-1667 or answers@compassphs.com

(Photo Credit: SLI)

Online Account Setup: member.compassphs.com

Wellness Challenge
To promote effective and healthy living choices, the Human
Resources Department launched a Wellness Bingo Challenge
that lasted from December through January. We would like to
thank all Sierra Lobo employees who participated in our
wellness event.
Congratulations to the Wellness Bingo Winners!
 Kiona Cooper, ETIS II
 Matthew Holdren, CORP
Kiona and Matthew each received a $100 Visa gift card for
winning wellness bingo.
Above: Wellness Challenge 2018 Bingo card

We are known by the tracks we leave...
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Corporate Safety Program News
SLI’s Technology Development and Engineering
Center (TDEC) Passes AS9100 Recertification
On March 15, TDEC completed a third-party audit with National
Quality Assurance (NQA) for complete recertification of our
AS9100 Program. Complete system audit reviews are performed
every third year for recertification, with basic system overviews
performed in the remaining two off-years of the three-year
cycle. This one was extremely important, because it involved
certification to a revised ISO 9001 standard and a revised AS9100
standard. TDEC scored extremely well during the audit, with
perfect scores in five of the seven areas, and satisfactory scores in
the remaining two (where the auditor measures and reviews our
Internal Measurements of Process Effectiveness).
During the audit, the overall appropriateness of the certification
scope was confirmed, and the audit objectives were fulfilled.
Additionally, the audit verified:

(Photo Credit: SLI)

Above: SLI’s Technology Development and Engineering Center
(Photo Credit: NASA)

 The effectiveness of the QMS and the organization’s approach
to continual improvement.
 The capability of the QMS to meet applicable requirements and
expected outcomes.
 Effectiveness of the internal audit and TDEC management
review processes.
There was no deviation from the audit plan, significant issues
impacting on the audit program, or unresolved issues.
The Auditor identified several significant strengths of the TDEC
Quality System, including:
 The purchase order file checklist is an excellent, relevant tool
that adds value and should be considered a best practice.
 The "Interaction of TDEC Processes and Measurements of
Effectiveness" document provides a level of process definition,
measurement description, and alignment to overall objectives that
is above and beyond the industry standard. This enhances the
QMS and its usability by non-process owners and shared process
resources.
 Approach to Verification and Validation of Contract
Requirements - excellent performance to achieve both, clearly and
independently.
 Excellent compliance to achieving proper requirements
definition, ensuring that all requirements are achievable,
definitive, integral, logical, and verifiable before they are finalized
as line items in the requirements matrix.

Above: SLI’s NQA Certification

We are known by the tracks we leave...

“This was a huge audit for SLI TDEC in having to update our
previous system to account for the total overhaul of two
standards,” reports Mr. Martin Offineer, Manager of TDEC
Services. “Plus, it takes a dedicated effort by everyone to follow
our Aerospace processes to ensure compliance to our Quality
System. Overall, this was a great achievement!”
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Corporate Safety Program News Continued
The Technology Development and Engineering
Center (TDEC) SHARP Final Safety Audit
TDEC successfully passed its third and final audit in January
for the SHARP Safety Certification by the Bureau of Workers'
Compensation, who represent the OSHA On-Site
Consultation Program. One of the auditors, Mr. Greg Collins,
was the Lead Program Administrator for the program. He
was very impressed with TDEC’s open discussion about
recent injury and their analysis and prevention process to
make continuous improvements to prevent future injuries.
Repeating some of Mr. Collins statements, “I can’t tell you
how amazing and impressive this operation is. You should be
very proud of your successes and the processes that you
have established to perform them safely. I kid you not, when
I say this organization and its safety culture, is a step above
everyone.”
As it turns out, our recent record of almost 4,200 days
without an OSHA recordable injury equates to almost 12
years. The body and spirit, as well as the ideas and practices
of the SHARP Safety Certification have been incorporated
into the TDEC Safety Program and, as indicated by our
previous record, they have all benefited from it!

Above: 2018 SHARP Safety Certification

“Know Safety… No Injury. No Safety, Know Injury.”

(Photo Credit: NASA)

CONGRATULATIONS TO EVERYONE FOR ALL YOUR WORK
IN KEEPING EVERYONE SAFE!!

TDEC Hosts Production Crew for Apprenticeship
Program Recruiting Video
TFOME II Apprenticeship Program
HX5 Sierra (Joint Venture between Sierra Lobo and
HX5) is producing a recruiting video for the Test
Facilities Operations and Maintenance Engineering
(TFOME) II Apprenticeship Program. Program
Manager, Brian Rice, says their intent is to “create a
video that attracts apprentice candidates by showing
the types of work we do here at GRC and hearing
current and former apprentices speak about their
experiences with the program.”
The production crew and Engineering Manager
Kamana Katiyar spent time at SLI’s Technology
Development and Engineering Center (TDEC) in
Milan, OH, setting up lighting and video equipment
and conducting interviews.
Apprenticeship programs benefit employers, the
apprentices, and the workforce as a whole, by
improving recruitment, reducing turnover, improving
employee engagement and problem-solving ability,
and developing future managers.

We are known by the tracks we leave...

(Photo Credit: SLI)

(Photo Credit: SLI)

Above, and left: Film crew
interviews Kamana Katiyar,
Engineering Manager at HX5 Sierra

(Photo Credit: SLI)
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SLI’s Technology Development and Engineering
Center (TDEC)
Milan, Ohio

SLI-Supported ALBus CubeSat Approaches Launch Date
The Advanced Electrical Bus (ALBus) CubeSat is a NASA Glenn Research
Center (GRC) project originally conceived in 2013 as a developmental
opportunity for 11 early-career GRC employees, and to serve as a
pathfinder technology demonstration for high-power density CubeSats.
The mission is intended to demonstrate power management and
distribution of 100W of electrical power, as well as demonstrate
deployable solar array mechanisms using shape memory alloy
materials.
SLI’s TDEC provided the PCB layout, routing and fabrication of the
Processor Board, Charging Board, Auxiliary Board, and other boards
during the Engineering Model and Flight phases of the project. The SLI
Project Team included Cody Kornowski, Steven Faetanini, and Alex
Yeckley.
The flight hardware will be hand-carried from GRC to the launch
provider (Rocket Lab of Huntington Beach, CA) for final checkouts and
integration into its flight dispenser. Once complete, the CubeSat will be
shipped to Mahia, New Zealand, where it is manifested aboard Rocket
Labs’ first commercial mission, scheduled for a May 30, 2018 launch.
The launch will also carry commercial payloads for Spire Global and
Tyvak.

(Photo Credit: SLI)

(Photo Credit: NASA)

Above: ALBus solar arrays

(Photo Credit: SLI)

(Photo Credit: NASA)

Above: ALBus CubeSat Team

We are known by the tracks we leave...
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SLI Completes Assembly of CryoCube-1
Cryogenic propellants, such as liquid hydrogen, liquid oxygen, and liquid methane, are used in almost every vehicle that can
reach orbit. Although they are difficult to store and handle, their superior performance makes them worth the added
complexity. In the near future, the difficulty will be magnified when high-performance, chemical propulsion becomes common
in longer duration missions, such as extended operations within the Earth-Moon system or travel to and from Mars. Because
most of the previous experience with cryogenic propellants was in shorter missions, there is very little data available on their
behavior in microgravity, which is needed to validate models used to design upcoming missions. CryoCube was conceived to
address this lack of data by providing a relatively low-cost platform that can be used in a series of flight experiments.
CryoCube-1 is a 3U CubeSat designed and built by Sierra Lobo in partnership with NASA-KSC (Fig. 1). It differs from other
CubeSats in its emphasis on thermal management. The thermal management techniques that CryoCube incorporates allow the
(Photo Credit: SLI)
payload that it carries to reach a temperature as low as approximately 120 K in low-earth orbit (Fig. 2). Its first flight will
demonstrate a deployable Sun/Earth shield, achieve cryogenic temperature in the payload, liquefy a compressed gas, and use

Fig. 1
Left: CryoCube-1 in its
deployed configuration

(Photo Credit: SLI)

Fig. 2
Right: Thermal
analysis of sunshield
and experiment

(Photo Credit: SLI)

sensors to monitor temperature and pressure in the payload. Assembly of CryoCube-1 is complete. It is now undergoing
environmental testing (Fig. 4), preparing for a launch in early 2019 (Fig. 3). During its design and build, it has served to provide
spaceflight project experience to many co-op students and early career engineers. After its first flight, the platform will be
ready to be used to generate data in support of long-duration missions with cryogens, or, in the longer term, propellant depots
and in-situ resource utilization.
Fig. 3
Fig. 4

(Photo Credit: SLI)

(Photo Credit: NASA)

Above: Experiment tank with Kevlar
suspension in vibration test at Sierra
Lobo

Above: Illustration of CryoCube in orbit (from NASA’s General
Mission Analysis Tool)

We are known by the tracks we leave...
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SLI-Sponsored Mavericks Compete in 2018
FIRST® Robotics Competition
A team of Sierra Lobo-sponsored high school students from EHOVE Career
Center and other schools near Milan, Ohio, recently competed in two Regional
Events as part of the 2018 FIRST® Robotics Competition (FRC). Team 2252 –
also known as the Mavericks – competed at the Miami Valley Regional in
Dayton, OH, and at the Greater Pittsburgh Regional. The team finished the
season with a record of 12-12, with their best performance coming as Captain
of Alliance #6 and with overall ranking of 8/52. In addition, the team won the
Industrial Design Award sponsored by General Motors. The team tied for 16th
place overall in the Western PA, Ohio, and West Virginia area, and will go on to
compete in several off-season events with their robot during the spring,
summer, and fall.
The goal of the FRC is to inspire high school age students to pursue careers in
science and technology fields. This marks the 12 th year that the SLI TDEC facility
has sponsored an individual team. NASA is also a major national sponsor of the
competition, with an additional 3,000+ sponsors at a variety of levels. 2018
marks the 27th FIRST® Robotics Competition, with over 91,000 high school
students from 27 countries organized into over 3,647 teams. They did this with
the help of more than 25,925 mentors and other adult supporters. Student
participants were eligible to apply for over $50M in college scholarships
specifically for FRC participants, provided by nearly 200 different sources.
Each approximately 130 lb robot is designed and built by its team over a sixweek period in January and February, and is tailored to play a different game
each year. This year’s competition was called “FIRST® POWER UPSM,” a
(Photo Credit: SLI)

Above: The Mavericks (2252) prepare to pick up a
Power Cube

(Photo Credit: SLI)

Above: The Mavericks (2252) lift The Hard Working Hard Hat (337) to “Face the Boss”
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videogame-themed contest in which
alliances of three robots seek to earn
points via the placement of Power Cubes
while their opponents seek to do the same.
The event is played on a 27’ x 54’ field. In
the first 20 seconds of each match, robots
work autonomously to place Power Cubes.
During the 120-second teleoperated
period, human operators control their
robots to continue placing Power Cubes
and earn Power Ups. Additional points
and higher rankings were awarded to
robots that could “Defeat the Boss” by
climbing together in the final 20 seconds
of the match.
For more information about FIRST® and
the FRC, go to www.firstinspires.org. To
become a SLI volunteer or mentor, contact
Alex Yeckley at the SLI Milan Office (419499-9653, Ext. 115). All SLI contract sites
are encouraged to become involved in
sponsorship and volunteer opportunities.
Technical skills are NOT required.
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ATOM IV Contract: NASA Ames Research Center (ARC)
Aerospace Testing and Facilities Operations and Maintenance (ATOM) IV
NASA Ames Research Center (ARC)

The LEAF Radiant Heating System

The Laser-Enhanced Arc Jet Facility (LEAF) radiant heating
system is augmenting the Interaction Heating Facility (IHF) to
expand its ability to simulate reentry conditions for spacecraft
entering atmospheres from beyond Earth’s orbit. At such
high velocities, a significant portion of the initial heating can
be radiant heat coming from the shockwave that forms in
front of the vehicle, turning the thin atmosphere into glowing
plasma. NASA Ames Research Center’s IHF, with its 60-MW
arc heater, is already one of the most powerful thermal
protection system (TPS) test facilities in the world, but could
not reach the test conditions required to test the Orion
MPCV heat shield for its return from the Moon, Mars, or
beyond. Orion is sponsoring a project to integrate 200
kilowatts of infrared laser energy to further expand the IHF
envelope and more accurately simulate reentry conditions.
Sierra Lobo Engineers and Technicians are playing critical
roles on the ATOM Contract team tasked with the design,
installation, and testing of LEAF, in addition to their normal
roles supporting operations in the Thermophysics Facilities at
ARC. Given that the highest laser hazard rating, Class 4, starts
at 0.5 W, the LEAF project recognized early that a
comprehensive and thoroughly tested Laser Control and
Safety System (LCSS) would be critical to bringing the
capability online. The LCSS hardware and software
development was led by Jeffrey Mach. The Arc Jet
Instrumentation / Data Technician team, supervised by Roy
Arakaki, is supporting the installation of the LCSS’s more than
400 I/O points. In addition to work on the LCSS, the
integration of the high-power, electrical subsystems for the
lasers and their massive chillers was led by our Power
Engineer, Sami Karam, and the Arc Jet Electrician Team was
lead by Haneo Shim. The LEAF system hardware was
designed, and its installation supported, by the ATOM
Thermophysics Facility Engineering Team, including SLI’s
Dickson Yeung.

We are known by the tracks we leave...
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(Photo Credit: NASA)

Above: LEAF Laser energy illuminating a
radiant calibration plate in the IHF

Above, LEAF Laser energy is shown, illuminating a radiant
calibration plate in the IHF for the Initial Operating Capability.
Two 50-kW diode-pumped fiber lasers, developed for
industrial welding operations, were installed and shaped
through precision optics to form a relatively uniform 150mm
(6 in.) wide-square irradiance on a wedge-shaped model in
front of the IHF 9” conic nozzle, both of which were purposebuilt for the project. “First light” occurred October 2, 2017,
with a detailed IST running through the month, followed by
testing for Orion. The Final Operating Capability is currently
under development and will bring in two more lasers, for a
total of 200-kW of laser power shaped to deliver a uniform
irradiance on a 450mm (18 in.) wide-square model mounted
vertically on a new holder attached to a modified truncated
semi-elliptic nozzle.

(Photo Credit: NASA)

Above: Carbon-impregnated acrylic “burn plate”
showing LEAF’s high beam uniformity
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CMOE Contract: NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC)
Center Maintenance, Operations, and Engineering (CMOE)
NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC)
NASA Langley Water Tower
Restoration

(Photo Credit: SLI)

An eight-month project to extensively rehab
the NASA Langley Water Tower required that
SLI set up a temporary water system. The
water supply was for normal domestic use, the
cafeteria,
cooling
water
towers,
fire
suppression systems, and basically all of the
Center’s water was impacted by the project.
The temporary potable water system was
positioned at the Seam Plant on Center. Sierra
Lobo’s Mike Croft is the Manager of the Steam
Plant. During this project, Mike ensured all
potable water requirements were available
during this project. Mike was awarded a Spot
Bonus from his manager, A. Thompson, for his
leadership and perseverance that ensured the
steam plant overcame any anomalies
throughout the eight-month period.

(Photo Credit: SLI)

Above: Before (left) and after (right) restoration to
the water towers

(Photo Credit: SLI)

Above: Temporary Potable Water System

We are known by the tracks we leave...
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(Photo Credit: NASA)

Meet Sierra Lobo’s Jon Ferguson

(Photo
Credit:
SLI)

Jon Ferguson has been with Sierra Lobo since
December 2001. Since then, Jon has fulfilled several
roles in support of NASA Langley Research Center,
quickly adjusting as needs arise. Jon has supported
the 16-Foot tunnel, National Transonic Facility (NTF),
14X22 Foot Subsonic Facility, Unitary Plan Wind
Tunnel (UPWT), and most recently, at the Transonic
Dynamics Tunnel (TDT), in the role of Shift Lead and
Lead Tunnel Technician, as a member of the CMOE
contract.
More details about TDT can be found at https://
sites.larc.nasa.gov/rdinternal/transonic-dynamicstunnel-tdt/. In summary, TDT provides “unique
national
testing
capability
for
identifying, understanding, and developing solutions
for complex aeroelastic and non-aeroelastic
phenomena.” The history of TDT has involved
discoveries for “commercial transports, launch
vehicles, military aircraft, and spacecraft.” Quality is of
high importance at TDT. As Jon put it, “Quality over
quantity, quantity is just a bonus.”

(Photo Credit: SLI)

Above: Jon Ferguson, Shift Lead and Lead Tunnel Technician on SLI’s CMOE contract

(Photo Credit: NASA)

Jon’s tasking at TDT, as the Lead Technician, includes
setup of the models, including sting deflections,
check loadings assembly, disassembly, and storage.
Some models have electric or hydraulic flight
controls, and Jon supports all types. Once setup is
complete, Jon supports tunnel operations. During the
Ground Winds Loads Turntable Test (GWLTT), Jon set
up pneumatics for test and helped with installation
and removal of the GWLTT, which weighs
approximately 11,800 lbs. Jon sets up cooling
systems for models with electric motors that require
cooling. He is also involved with training new folks
until they get up to speed. The material is vast, and
safety requires focused attention. Therefore, the
training process usually takes quite a while.

Left: Transonic Dynamics Tunnel,
(TDT)

(Photo Credit: SLI)

Jon’s favorite thing about working with Sierra Lobo
on the CMOE contact at NASA Langley Research
Center is that the work is never the same. Each test
presents its own challenges. It is also a good feeling
when your customers complete a test, are pleased
with what they wanted, or learned some things they
did not know, and they depart happy. In his spare
time, Jon loves Jesus, working on cars, and enjoys
helping people fix things.
(Photo Credit: SLI)

Above: Jon Ferguson performing balance loadings for the “Check
Standard Model”
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Awards and Recognition
Letter of Recognition
The 8-Foot High Temperature Tunnel Facility Manager
(Aaron Fuchs) and Systems Engineer (Steve Harvin) penned a
letter of recognition to “recognize an excellent suggestion
made by Bubba Wright” at the facility. Herbert “Bubba”
Wright is a Sierra Lobo employee with the Riggers Team.
Bubba recommended modifications that made the work being done “more efficiently and with greater safety.” Bubba
was awarded a Spot Bonus by the CMOE Director Michael
Stites, in relation to this Letter of Recognition.

(Photo Credit: NASA)

Above: 8-Foot High Temperature Tunnel at LaRC

BR&T Performance & Innovation (PI) Award
The Boeing Research & Technology (BR&T) Performance &
Innovation (PI) Award Recognition ceremony was held
January 24, 2018. “For January 2018, the Shape Memory
Alloy Remote Control Actuator (SMARCA) Team was
selected for their 2017 work in successfully completing a
high-speed, cryogenic test of a controllable 787 inboard
spoiler built into a two-dimensional airfoil at the European
Transonic Wind Tunnel.” The SMARCA Team included
members from Boeing, NASA, Deharde, and ETW. The
NASA members of the team included Chris Cramer of
Sierra Lobo, along with the 0.3 Meter Transonic Cryogenic
Tunnel (0.3M TCT) Facility Manager, Don Saxer. The BR&T
PI Award is presented to a team that has either made or
enabled significant contributions in delivering innovation
and technology for Boeing’s competitiveness and
productivity. This award is presented monthly, and each
team member receives a commemorative coin to recognize
this achievement. The SMARCA Team was “selected for
their 2017 work in successfully completing a high-speed,
cryogenic test of a controllable 787 inboard spoiler built
into a two-dimensional airfoil at the European Transonic
Wind Tunnel.”

We are known by the tracks we leave...
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Other Achievements
 Jon Ferguson supports the Transonic Dynamics Tunnel
(TDT) at NASA Langley Research Center. In January of
2018, Jon was awarded a Spot Bonus from his Facility
Operations Manager, W. Bissett, for the completion of the
Level 1 Operator for the Ground Wind Load Turn Table
Certification. Jon also earned another Spot Bonus as part
of the Safety Incentive Program.
 Dean Burnett was awarded a Significant Achievements
“above and beyond his job” Spot Bonus by his CMOE
Director, M. Stites, for his “sustained excellent
performance leading the Mechanical/Rigging Team.”
 Andy Goldstein was awarded a
“Significant Achievements of His Job” Spot
Bonus by his Facility Operations Manager,
D. Smith, for performing a tunnel inspection
during an unscheduled downtime of the
facility. The inspection revealed a wall
section with several sheared-off bolts.
Repairs were made, mitigating the risk of
SLI
the section becoming FOD.
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ETIS II Contract: Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC)
Environmental Test and Integration Services (ETIS) II

JWST’s OTE/ISIM Move from JSC to NGAS

(Photo Credit: NASA)

(Photo Credit: NASA)

(Photo Credit: NASA)

Top, left: STTARS Being Pushed out of Clean Room into Truck Lock
Above, middle: The mirrors and instrumentation of NASA's James Webb Space Telescope squeezed into Johnson Space Center's thermal vacuum Cham ber A for
intensive testing in the conditions it will face in space. Here, it is seen shortly after it emerged.
Top, right: OTIS is lifted out of STTARS in NGAS Clean Room

In January 2017, the Optical Telescope and Integrated Science
Instrument Module (OTE/ISIM) completed its cryogenic
testing at the Johnson Space Flight Center in Houston, Texas.
The test was completed in the massive Chamber A thermal
vacuum chamber. The test performed optical testing of the
mirrors and instruments at cryogenic temperatures to ensure
optical alignment when the Observatory is in orbit.
The next phase of integration involved moving the OTIS to
Northrop Grumman Aerospace Systems (NGAS) in Redondo
Beach, California. Currently there, OTIS will be integrated to
the Spacecraft Bus and Sunshield. It will then complete a
series of environmental tests before being ready for launch.
To move the OTIS to California, the Space Telescope
Transporter for Air, Road and Sea (STTARS) transporter is
used. This transporter allows the OTIS to be loaded into a

We are known by the tracks we leave...
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sealed container, where the internal space is controlled in the
same manner that a clean room is (humidity, cleanliness, and
temperature).
Engineers and technicians loaded the OTIS into the STTARS at
JSC, which then traveled to Ellington Air Field, where it was
loaded onto Air Force C-5. Once loaded with the STTARS,
tractor, and support equipment, the C-5 flew to Los Angeles
International Airport. The transporter arrived at NGAS in the
early morning hours, where it was processed into the airlock
in the clean room. A detailed cleaning was performed on the
container prior to pushing it into the main high bay of the
clean room. Once inside, engineers and technicians removed
the OTIS from STTARS and installed it onto a rotating fixture
for post-shipment checkouts.
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Parker Solar Probe (PSP)
ETIS II personnel supported the removal of the
PSP Spacecraft from the Space Environmental
Simulator (SES). This thermal vacuum chamber
is large enough to fit a school bus. This event
included using a rectangular lift sling. ETIS II
personnel modified the sling by providing a
redundant load path due to anomalies with one
of the four lower, nylon straps. An ETIS II employee certified the additional sling, shackles,
and links to make the redundant sling possible.

(Photo Credit: NASA)

Above: PSP Spacecraft Lifting Out of the SES at Test Completion

For more information about NASA GSFC’s SES, go to:

https://asd.gsfc.nasa.gov/blueshift/index.php/2014/12/17/the-space-environment-simulator/

Excellent Performance Continues
Sierra Lobo’s ETIS II Team received the best ETIS II Award Fee score thus far. They earned a 96% Award Fee score for the 7 th
Performance Period (10/1/2017 through 3/31/2018). Excellent ratings were received in Technical Performance, Business
Management Performance, and Cost Control Performance. The Fee Determination Official’s (FDO) letter made numerous
complimentary statements about SLI and the ETIS II Management in the FDO Letter, including:
“The Parker Solar Probe (PSP) project departed Goddard on schedule after five months due, in large part, to the efforts of ETISII contractors.”
“Successfully performed hundreds of structural dynamic, space simulation and electromagnetic tests - many more than
anticipated.”
“The NASA Silver Achievement Medal was awarded to the ETIS II Environmental Test Team, in recognition for more than six
years of innovative collaboration to meet JWST's science objectives for successful mission-critical thermal vacuum testing for
JWST.”
“SLI management continued to be proactive with personnel management, risk mitigation, commercial work and cost savings
measures. They consistently provided outstanding integration and test support.”
“Highlights of SLI’s management’s performance included winning the 2017 NASA Small Business Industry
Award, Large Business Prime Contractor of the Year, at NASA Goddard.”
“Management at SLI, particularly support from the Program Manager, has been excellent during this
performance period. SLI management has been responsive to requests from the government.”
“The business team provided great service and is a great team player.”
SLI
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ETIS II I&T Manager Attends Career Day
On March 28, 2018, SLI ETIS II Integration and Test (I&T) Manager, Lance Emery (Pictured Below), visited Kenilworth Elementary
School in Bowie, Maryland. Career Day is a large event for local schools, allowing working parents to sign-up, come in, and
present on what it is that they do in their career. Naturally, there was large interest in learning about NASA and what we do at
Goddard Space Flight Center. Lance presented for 35-40 minutes during each session, to three 4th Grade classrooms and two
Kindergarten classrooms. The following information was presented:

(Photo Credit: SLI)

Above: Lance Emery, SLI ETIS II I&T
Manager, presenting to students at Kenilworth
Elementary School



Introduction to NASA



What we do at Goddard Space Flight Center



What contractors (SLI) do for NASA at GSFC



Introduction into Satellites and Telescopes



Science that comes from Satellites and
Telescopes



Current day examples of this technology



Detailed JWST and associated highlights
of this project



Introduction into Contamination Control



Clean room, Contamination, and Gowning Procedures



Importance of Contamination Control and how it affects Space Flight Hardware



Questions and Answers

“The presentations went exceptionally well and merited a lot of interest from both students and teachers. Children asked very
informative questions that continued the platform of learning and allowed me to further detail the importance of NASA and
the benefits thereof. The school faculty expressed their appreciation for the content presented along with all the goodies that
Code 549 and JWST Management provided for the kids. Several dozen children expressed their desires to eventually work for
NASA as either engineers or astronauts,” Lance said. “Needless to say, presenting at Career Day to this generation was not only
fun, but very refreshing, and I look forward to the next opportunity to do so!”

(Photo Credit: SLI)

(Photo Credit: SLI)

(Photo Credit: SLI)

Above: Lance Emery, SLI ETIS II I&T Manager, presenting to students at Kenilworth Elementary School
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ETIS II Employee Support: PRICELESS

(Photo Credit: SLI)

Pictured from left to right: Bill Gallagher (ETIS II PM), Bob Hackley, Josh Thomas, Patricia Slavinski, Tom Huber, Phyllis Kisser,
Dorothy Lehmann, Bob Rosenberry, Leon Bailey, Sam Sutton, Carl Bell, Jason Strawhorn, Mike Gauss, Barry Smith, Larry Sears, Chuck
Keeney and Code 549 COR Dave Robinson. Not pictured is Marvin (Bo) Kaufman.

ETIS II Employees Go Above and Beyond the Call of Duty
On May 9, 2018, at approximately 11:40 a.m., an explosive sound occurred from the Building 15 first floor Electrical Room. A number of
ETIS II employees rushed to the door and saw two injured non-ETIS employees. One appeared to be in shock and the other employee was
badly injured due to burns on his upper body.
ETIS II employee, Tom Huber, immediately started to administer first aid. ETIS II employees assisted during this event by calling 911,
providing chairs for the victims, providing wet towels for the burned victims, and helping them sip water. The ETIS II employees involved
with these immediate actions were Tom Huber, Chuck Keeney, Bob Rosenberry, Patricia Slavinski, Phyllis Kisser, Carl Bell, and Leon
Bailey. Leon Bailey assisted Tom Huber to administer First Aid by applying wet towels to the victims. Their immediate responses provided
comfort, while waiting for the EMTs to arrive. They all remained on the scene until GSFC Security and EMTs took over and asked them to
depart.
ETIS II Safety Officers Dorothy Lehmann and Barry Smith stepped into the Electrical Room to ensure there were no other victims and that
the area was secure. Upon arrival of GSFC Security, all employees were asked to evacuate. The victims were hospitalized for treatment. The first victim was treated overnight and released. The second victim remained for treatment with second and third degree burns, as
well as electrical shock. GSFC Buildings 5, 7, 10, 15, and 29 were evacuated, and all personnel were dismissed for the remainder of the day
due to loss of power. Post-event, the following individuals provided on-site support:


Bob Hackley and Michael Gauss stayed into the evening to deter mine what power was affected, checked gener ator oper ation,
ensure proper power transferred back to commercial power, lined up generator fuel delivery, and took overall care of the building in
the midst of lost services.



Larry Sears and Jason Strawhorn r emained in Building 7 to safely secur e all the ther mal vacuum facilities after the evacuation
notice was given. One exception, Facility 237, had flight hardware under test, and they were authorized to continue testing by Protective Services and Code 549.



Marvin (Bo) Kaufman maintained contact with the affected employees in the Code 547 Advanced Manufactur ing Depar tment.
Bo returned early the following morning to ensure the facilities were safe to return to, and he notified all pertinent employees.



Sam Sutton ensur ed all IT ser ver s wer e pr oper ly secur ed and r etur ned ver y ear ly the following mor ning to ensur e equipment
was up and running proficiently.



Josh Thomas r emained late to ensur e all har dwar e in all clean r ooms wer e secur e and safe fr om a contamination event. This
required coordination real-time with the Flight Projects.



Josh Thomas and Leon Bailey r etur ned ver y ear ly the next mor ning to clean and r ecer tify affected clean r ooms fr om the power
outage. Furthermore, they went above and beyond by capturing particle count readings at all other non-affected clean room locations to
ensure the environment was still ISO compliant.

ETIS II Program Manager Bill Gallagher, held a Recognition Luncheon to honor each employee and awarded a certificate to each. Code
547 and 549 Branch Management attended the luncheon.
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ETIS II Employee Safety Committee
ETIS II Employee Safety Committee

Here are some examples currently on the books:

This year, additional members were added to the Safety
Committee, as well as new leadership to direct the group.

1. The Razor Disposal Canisters. Lead person: Anthony
Passaro

The Safety Committee is focusing on issues that can be
accomplished in a timely manner and is documenting the
tasks to make sure that the items are completed.

This item was addressed due to a civil servant receiving a
laceration to his knee, because someone left a razor
embedded on a piece of foam that was used for kneeling
(causing the injury). The Committee decided to look into what
could be done to create designated areas to dispose of the
razors properly.
2. Safety Day Campaign. Lead person: Mary Ann Geinzer
This will take a couple of months to set up. The idea is to bring
different safety vendors to the Lab Floor in Building 10, so they
can provide safety information to all who use the I&T
Complex. We estimate this time to be about three hours.

(Photo Credit: SLI)

Left: In order, from left to right: Chuck Soul (Maintenance Engineer
Tech), Vincent Celilio (Facility Engineer), Mohamad Hamed (Facility
Engineer), Anthony Passaro (Safety Committee Chair), Bill Gallagher
(ETIS II PM)

Promoting a Safe Work Environment
The Committee has also been more active on employee recognition. This month, it presented three certificates to
employees for taking the time to correct a safety situation. By sending out an e-mail to show what the concern was and
explaining what the solution would be, these actions helped to prevent an accident that could actually save someone from
receiving a horrible eye injury. This action was well-received by the customer.
Another program that we are about to kick off, to enhance employee recognition, is the “Safety Buck.” Committee
members will provide a Safety Buck when they see or hear of an event that an employee (including management) has done to
enhance the safety, or good behavior, of the event. We are starting with 100 Safety Bucks and will track the program to see if it
takes hold.
We are in the process of ordering shirts for Safety Committee members, so they can be easily recognized by other
employees.
SLI recently ordered 100 hard hats for ETIS II employees. Hard hats are proven to effectively prevent workers from
serious head injuries and fatal accidents.

We are known by the tracks we leave...
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ETIS II Employee Safety Committee Continued
ETIS II Safety Committee initiated the “Safety Buck” program. A Safety Buck is given to an employee on-the-spot when they
are noted for practicing excellent safety procedures.
Left: In order from left to right: ETIS II Safety
Committee: Jason Parks, Chuck Soul, Mary Ann
Geinzer, ETIS II Environment Health and Safety
Manager Luis Mendez, Anthony Passaro, Mohamad
Hamed, Paula Cain, and Dean Osgood

(Photo Credit: SLI)

ETIS II Employee Wins Northeastern Maryland
Technology Council (NMTC) Visionary Award
(From the Spring Edition of Code 400’s Critical Path, https://fpd.gsfc.nasa.gov/Critical_Path.html)
ETIS II Mechanical Engineer, Bill Chambers, supports the JWST project and
many other flight projects, as they come through environmental testing at
GSFC. In February 2018, Bill won the Northeastern Maryland Technology
Council (NMTC) Visionary Award for mentoring. Bill received the award
(pictured on right) from Mike Parker, NMTC Chairperson and industry consultant (pictured below).

(Photo Credit: SLI)
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ETIS II Conferences and Events
ETIS II Employees Attend the Women in Technology (WIT) Job Fair
ETIS II Human Resources Manager, Mary Hackney, and Program Office Assistant, Mary Ann Geinzer, attended the Women in
Technology (WIT) Job Fair (Pictured Below). WIT has the sole aim of advancing women in technology. They were able to make
new contacts with various vendors that will help increase SLI’s diversity pool of applicants for future job openings.

(Photo Credit: SLI)

(Photo Credit: SLI)

Bowie State University Employers Informational Session
ETIS II Human Resources Manager, Mary
Hackney, and Flight Test and Processing
Manager, Lance Emery, participated in the
Bowie
State
University
Employers
Informational Session. This event allowed
SLI to share information and career
opportunities with students. Students were
eager to learn about the ETIS II contract
and skills required to work at NASA.

(Photo Credit: SLI)

Above: Bowie State University Employers Information Session

Memorial Day Remembrance
ETIS II Employee, Mary Ann Geinzer (U.S. Navy Retired), participated in the GSFC Veteran’s Advisory Committee 2018 Memorial Day event.

(Photo Credit: SLI)

Left: Pictured in the center of the group is Mary Ann Geinzer, and
the far left is GSFC Director, Chris Scolese
(Photo Credit: SLI)
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ETIS II Conferences and Events Continued
ETIS II Employees Attend the Morgan State University Job Fair
ETIS II Human Resources Manager, Mary Hackney, and Institutional Systems Manager, David Brunone, attended the
Morgan State University Job Fair. They engaged students in conversation as they approached the Sierra Lobo display and
discussed career goals and employment expectations.

Above: Various pictures of SLI ETIS II employees and students at
the Morgan State University Job Fair
(Photo Credit: All Photos from SLI)

Morgan State University at a Glance
(Taken from https://www.morgan.edu/about.html)
Morgan State University, founded in 1867, is a Carnegie-classified
doctoral research institution providing instruction to a
multiethnic, multiracial, multinational student body and offering
more than 100 academic programs leading to degrees from the
baccalaureate to the doctorate. As Maryland's Preeminent Public
Urban Research University, Morgan fulfills its mission to address
the needs and challenges of the modern urban environment
through intense community-level study and pioneering solutions.
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Keynote Address During the IEST Membership Meeting
and Awards Luncheon
ETIS II Peter Teague’s presentation on May 2nd, entitled The Very Cool James Webb Space Telescope, was very well-received,
and it provided great exposure for Sierra Lobo. Comments from colleagues included, “Super interesting,” “That was Very Cool,”
“Your presentation was so professional,” and “Best keynote talk we’ve had EVER!” Teague was congratulated, by Institute of
Environmental Sciences and Technology (IEST) President, Ahmad Soueid.

The “Very Cool” James Webb Space Telescope

Peter Teague, Sierra Lobo, Inc. at NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
For over twenty years, scientists, engineers, technicians, and other personnel have
worked on the next generation space telescope. As a partnership between NASA, CSA,
and ESA, the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) will complement the previous research performed by the Hubble by utilizing a larger primary mirror, which will also be
optimized for infrared wavelengths. This combination will allow JWST to collect data
and take images of light having traveled over 13.7B light years.

(Photo Credit: SLI)

Above: Peter Teague, Contamination
Control Expert, Sierra Lobo, Inc.

This presentation focused on the mission, as well as the contamination control challenges during the integration and testing in the NASA Goddard Spacecraft Systems
Development and Integration Facility (SSDIF), one of the largest clean rooms in the
world. Additional information was presented regarding space simulation testing down
to a cool 20°K [-424°F] at Johnson Space Center in Houston, TX, and more testing and
integration at Northrop Grumman Corp., in Redondo Beach, CA.

About the Speaker
Peter Teague is a Contamination Control Expert, specializing in Space Systems, and is currently working for Sierra Lobo, Inc. at
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD. Teague is a Senior Member of the IEST and has been participating in industry Working Groups for more than 30 years, writing and revising Contamination Control Recommended Practices. He currently
manages Goddard’s Spacecraft Systems Development and Integration Facility (SSDIF), one of the largest clean rooms in the
world, where the James Webb Space Telescope was recently integrated, certified clean, and packaged. Teague is also an amateur astronomer having owned over a dozen telescopes and a member of the Amateur Telescope Makers of Boston since 1996.
He previously performed planetarium shows in the Charles Hayden Planetarium and co-managed the museum’s rooftop observatory at the Boston Museum of Science. Teague holds a BSEE from Northeastern University and an MBA from Bentley University.

Left, all: Teague at IEST presentation

(Photo Credit: NASA)

(Photo Credit: NASA)

(Photo Credit: NASA)
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Goddard Space Flight Center Commercialization
All test facilities are located under one roof at NASA Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland.

Space Simulation Testing







Perform thermal vacuum, thermal balance, and bake-out
tests in chambers that range from 3' diameter x 4' length
to 27' diameter x 40' height
Simulate on-orbit space environments down to vacuum
pressures of <1 x 10-5 Torr and temperatures in the GN2
(-140C to +150C or -220F to +302F) and LN2
(-190C or -310F) range
Achieve required thermal control zones using thermal
conditioning units, cryo-panels, cold plates, and heater
control racks
Monitor contamination and the outgassing rates with
chamber cold-finger and Thermoelectric Quartz Crystal
Microbalance (TQCM)
















Fabricate, assemble, and build flight hardware and GSE
Manage and perform spacecraft handling operations
Provide clean rooms, including the world's largest Class
10K clean room, for integration activities
Flight hardware precision assembly
Ground support equipment assembly
Scaffolding assembly, use, and inspection
Pyrotechnics handling and installation
CNC and manual machining
Fork lift and crane operations
Mobile aerial platform operations
Orbital and traditional welding certifications
Provide structural analysis, mechanical design, and
assembly

Two independent test facilities provide a minimum of
20dB absorption and 6dB absorption of normally incident electromagnetic waves, above 20 MHz
Contains internally-generated, radiated electromagnetic waves with a combination of energy-absorbing panels and wall-mounted, ferrite tiles for optimized anechoic performance
Conduct magnetic dipole moment testing and spacecraft magnetometer calibration in a 9.5-ft diameter
Helmholtz coil facility

Structural Dynamics Testing


Mechanical Integration Services




Electromagnetic Interference Testing







Acoustic test facility is comprised of a 39' x 27' x 42'
reverberation chamber, acoustic horns, eight microphones, noise generators, control console, and data
handling system
Mass properties measurement facility measures hardware weight, Center of Gravity (CG), Moment of Inertia
(MOI), and Product of Inertia (POI)
Modal survey test facility measures dynamic response
characteristics of aerospace structures
Static load equipment used for testing strength qualifications
Vibration test equipment utilizes electro-dynamic exciters to apply the force and amplification
High capacity centrifuge used for strength testing has
a nominal test radius of 60’; and maximum acceleration
forces of 30g

For a complete list of facility specifications and capabilities, please visit:

www.SpaceTestFacilities.com

Rick Palmisano
Commercial Business Manager
Sierra Lobo, Inc.
(301) 286-5754
rick.palmisano@nasa.gov

Space Environment Simulator (SES)

Spacecraft Magnetic Test Facility (SMTF)

High Capacity Centrifuge (HCC)
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MEDALS Contract: Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)
Multi-divisional Engineering, Design, Analysis Lab-wide Support (MEDALS)

Mars 2020 Mission (M2020)
Through the JPL MEDALS Subcontract, Sierra Lobo has been performing several, designdevelopment activities in support of the Mars 2020 Mission (M2020). In addition to
engineering and CAD support on the SHERLOC, PIXL, and MOXIE science payloads, SLI has
been involved in the design, fabrication, and testing of several Ground Support Equipment
(GSE) systems for the mission. These M2020 GSE efforts have been led by Mikaeel “Mike”
Gharakhanian at the SLI Pasadena, CA, Office.
A number of the M2020 science instruments, as well as a rotary percussive drill, reside in a
turret at the end of a robotic arm. This allows the instruments to interrogate objects of interest
at various orientations relative to the Rover. The proper handling of this turret is critical during
instrument integration, lift operations, and integration onto the Rover Arm (RA). A number of
fixtures were designed by SLI staff to facilitate these functions, as well as to simulate the mass
properties of the flight configuration for tests prior to the delivery of the flight hardware.
The aforementioned RA requires its own GSE for operational testing, as well as thermal vacuum
testing, lifting, and transport operations. Due to the uneven surface of Mars, the arm must be
tested for all conceivable orientations of the Rover relative to the object of interest, in order to
map-out safe parameters of operation, and validate engineering simulations.
Starting with a Stewart Platform Hexapod, used for testing the Mars Science Laboratory (MSL)
Rover, SLI designed hardware to retrofit the M2020 RA and Adaptive Caching Assembly (ACA)
to the test facility. A spreader-bar and outriggers were developed to allow the hardware to be
safely lifted into place in any of several states of assembly and associated center of gravity. All
designs were exhaustively analyzed by SLI’s Pasadena Staff for all conceivable load scenarios
using SLI-licensed, finite-element modeling and analysis tools. This hardware is currently in
fabrication and will be assembled and proof-tested at the Milan TDEC prior to shipment to JPL
for use with engineering model versions of the flight hardware.

(Photo Credit: NASA)

Above: Hardware in proof test
at SLI TDEC

Members of the SLI M2020 GSE Team are:
Mikaeel Gharakhanian: Task Manager – Design Lead
Myrtle Lin: Mechanical Design Engineer
Juan Morales: Mechanical Designer
Donald Bonham: Mechanical Design Engineer (Aerotek)
Jade Cavazos: Structural Analysis Lead
David DeVera: Structural Analysis
Terry Hui: Sr. Mechanical Engineer
Scott Baaske: Engineering Technician
Marty Roth: Engineering Technician
Alex Yeckley: Manager – Engineered Systems, Pasadena – TDEC
Liaison

Left: Rover Arm (RA) and Adaptive Caching
Assembly (ACA) retrofitted to the Hexapod
hardware (left), and with lift fixtures and transport
cart (right)
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Orbiting Carbon Observatory 3 (OCO-3) Payload
Returns to High Bay 2
OCO-3 Environmental Test Campaign a Success
(Photo Credit: NASA)

(Photo Credit: NASA)

(Photo Credit: JPL)

Above: Hardware in proof test at SLI TDEC
Left: International Space Station (ISS)

A two-year effort by Senior Engineer Roberto Crespo culminated on May 31, 2018, when the Orbiting Carbon Observatory 3
(OCO-3) Payload returned to High Bay 2 in the Spacecraft Assembly Facility at JPL, after a successful Environmental Test
campaign.
Mr. Crespo acted as the Cognizant Engineer responsible for the design, fabrication, testing, and documentation of all round
wire flight cables on the Payload. Over fifty (50) cables were fabricated for the instrument at both JPL and an outside vendor,
including routing and verification of all cables on a full-scale mockup designed and fabricated by SLI.
The cables were then delivered to the Integration & Test (I&T) Team for integration onto the Payload. Mr. Crespo transitioned
onto the I&T Team and provided on-the-floor support of all cabling activities. This included the authoring of all installation
procedures using the JPL Instructions for Build, Assemble, Test (IBAT) system, and working with Quality Assurance (QA) on the
release of all IBATs, as well as dispositioning of all QA generated Inspection Reports (IRs).
Mr. Crespo supported several lifts of flight hardware, including the Primary Instrument Assembly (PIA) onto the Cold Panel
Assembly, as well as several moves of the Payload onto various GSE fixtures and carts.
Mr. Crespo received an Appreciation Letter from the OCO-3 Project and Instrument managers thanking him for his lead role in
the delivery of the OCO-3 harness.
OCO-3 is a NASA-directed mission on the International Space Station (ISS) that will measure carbon dioxide from space.
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RTES Contract: Edwards Air Force Base (EAFB)
Rocket Technology Engineering Services (RTES)

(Photo Credit: USAF)

During December 2017, Sierra Lobo completed the phase-in
of the Rocket Technology Engineering Services (RTES) contract, successfully transitioning from the Advanced Research
and Engineering Services (ARES) III contract that we held since
2012. RTES is a cost-plus, fixed-fee Task Order awarded under
One Acquisition Solution for Integrated Services – Small Business (OASIS SB) Pool 5b, with a five-year total period of performance from the phase-in start date of December 1, 2017.
The RTES contract provides on-site, non-decision making Advisory and Assistance Services (A&AS) to the Air Force Research Laboratory, Aerospace Systems Directorate, Rocket
Propulsion Division (AFRL/RQR), i.e., the AFRL Rocket Lab, at
Edwards AFB, CA, with the capability to provide support and
advocacy for rocket propulsion technology research and development (R&D). The scope of A&AS includes Modeling,
Simulation and Analysis; System and Component Conceptual

Design; System and Component Experimentation and Test;
Program and Acquisition Support; and Technology Advocacy.
As prime contractor, SLI provides program management of its
skilled on-site, technical staff, as well as several subcontracted
efforts, to provide flexible, efficient and effective, high-quality
services to support rocket propulsion technology R&D efforts
and the transition of that technology into launch, space, and
missile vehicle and mission systems. These efforts encompass
all classes of rocket propulsion, from small thrusters for space
systems to large boosters for space launch systems and strategic missiles, and the range of development testing from
bench-scale experiments exploring fundamental physical and
chemical processes to large-scale, fully integrated liquid engine and solid motor demonstration and qualification testing.
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Conference Papers and Presentations
SLI employees continue supporting the AFRL Rocket Lab’s efforts in publishing the cutting-edge research and technology development activities at the Lab, by authoring or co-authoring conference papers and presentations.
At the AIAA SciTech Forum held in Kissimmee, FL, January 8-12, 2018, SLI’s Dr. Mario Roa, Dr. Christopher Lietz, and Mr. Clancy
Umphrey were authors on four technical papers as follows:
1) “Applications of the SPACE Platform for Internal Reacting Flow Simulations,” co-authored by Dr. Christopher Lietz and
Mr. Clancy Umphrey, with Dr. Matthew Harvazinski of AFRL/RQRC, Drs. Zoltan Jozefik and Nathan Mundis of ERC, and Dr.
Venkateswaran Sankaran of AFRL/RQ.
2) “Maintaining Monotonicity and High-order Accuracy of Discontinuous, Multi-species, and Reacting Flows,” co-authored
by Dr. Christopher Lietz, with Drs. Nathan Mundis and Zoltan Jozefik of ERC.
3) “Numerical Investigation of Rotating Detonation Rocket Engines,” authored by Dr. Christopher Lietz, with Dr. Nathan
Mundis of ERC, and Dr. Venkateswaran Sankaran of AFRL/RQ.
4) “Vortex Dynamic Mechanisms in Coaxial Hydrogen/LOX Jet Flames,” authored by Dr. Mario Roa, with Dr. Doug Talley of
AFRL/RQRC.
This fourth paper by Drs. Roa and Talley was also submitted for publication in the AIAA Journal of Propulsion and Power.
Seven SLI employees are authors listed on ten technical papers being presented at the 65th JANNAF Propulsion Meeting (JPM),
Programmatic and Industrial Base Meeting (PIB), 12th Modeling and Simulation (MSS), 10th Liquid Propulsion (LPS), 9th Spacecraft Propulsion (SPS) Joint Subcommittee Meeting in Long Beach, CA, May 21-24, 2018.
In 2017, under the ARES III contract, SLI employees were authors on sixteen (16) conference papers presented at eight (8) different conferences. In addition, Dr. Robert Jensen chaired a session on Missile Defense and Strategic Propulsion at the 64 th
JANNAF Propulsion Meeting in Kansas City, Missouri, in May 2017, and gave an invited presentation in the Liquid Propulsion
History -- History of Combustion Instabilities session at the AIAA Propulsion and Energy Conference in Atlanta, Georgia, in July
2017, which he later also presented at an AIAA Antelope Valley Section dinner meeting in October 2017. Dr. Jensen’s historical
presentation, “LOX Hydrocarbon Combustion Instability Investigation – Key Results,” covered a 1986-1989 contract effort sponsored by NASA Lewis Research Center (now Glenn Research Center) to evaluate the effectiveness of various well-proven LOX/
Hydrogen engine stability rating techniques on the LOX/Methane propellant combination.

(Photo Credit: AFRL)

Dr. Robert Jensen (left) greets AFRL Rocket Lab, Engines Branch, Project Engineer and ARES III Government Program Manager,
Mr. Alan Sutton (right), after Dr. Jensen’s invited presentation to the AIAA Antelope Valley Section dinner meeting in October
2017, which he had previously presented at the AIAA Propulsion & Energy Conference.
Distribution A: Approved for Public Release; Distribution Unlimited. PA#18316
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Society of Women Engineers (SWE) E-Week
Assembly for Girls at QHH

(Photo Credit: AFRL)

Ms. Alexandra Ortiz (second from the left), SLI Aerospace Research Engineer, and other women engineers from NASA,
Northrop Grumman, and Lockheed Martin participate in a panel discussion with middle school and high school girls
As a member of the Antelope Valley Section of the Society of Women Engineers (SWE), Ms. Alexandra Ortiz, an Aerospace Research Engineer supporting the AFRL Rocket Lab’s Systems Analysis Group, was invited to participate in the Engineers’ Week SWE
Assembly for Girls at Quartz Hill High School on February 23, 2018. Students in SWE Next, the SWE organization for students age
13 – 18, organized and ran the event, which featured a panel comprised of seven women engineers. Two engineers were in a
smaller classroom, and the other five were in a larger panel that Ms. Ortiz was a part of. The event created so much interest that it
was split into two sessions; the first for students who were bussed from various middle schools in the Antelope Valley and the
second, for students from Quartz Hill High School only. An impromptu third session was held for the students that had coordinated the entire event. The official panel sessions started with a list of questions that each engineer had the option to answer.
After a brief introduction where she shared where she grew up, the school that she attended and that she worked for Sierra Lobo,
Inc. at the AFRL Rocket Lab, Ms. Ortiz and the rest of the panel (women from NASA, Northrop Grumman and Lockheed) took
turns answering the preselected questions. The questions covered the motivation behind the degree chosen by each engineer,
advice that could be utilized by the students, as well as discrimination and obstacles faced in their career. At the end of each session, the students were able to ask questions in front of the rest of the students and then they were given the opportunity to
walk up to the panel, before continuing to the next part of the event, and ask any quick questions that they didn’t want to ask in
front of everyone. Ms. Ortiz was given foam rockets and stickers by the AFRL Rocket Lab, which she distributed. A sticker for each
student that attended and a rocket for each student that asked a question in front of all of the students. She was also given
pamphlets that she handed out to any student that approached her afterwards with questions. She left empty-handed...but with a
full heart. Ms. Ortiz has a young daughter, and she makes it a point to attend and participate in events like this because she
wants to positively affect the environment that her daughter will grow up in.
Distribution A: Approved for Public Release; Distribution Unlimited. PA#18316
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LA Air Show STEM Outreach
SLI’s RTES Program Manager, Mr. Jim Eckmann, and Aerospace Research Engineer, Ms. Alexandra Ortiz, volunteered for service
at the AFRL Rocket Lab booth in the STEM Pavilion at this year’s LA County Air Show, March 24-25, at William J Fox Airfield in
Lancaster, CA. The booth included posters and brochures on the Air Force Research Laboratory, in general, and the Rocket Lab
in particular; hardware displays of a Hall Effects Thruster and a Monoprollent Thruster; and for young children, a straw rocket
assembly area; and straw rocket launcher. The children colored their own rocket cut out on a piece of paper and then taped it
to a short piece of a straw that had one end taped closed. They then slid the open end of the straw over the launch mount (a
small diameter copper tube) and stepped up to the launch controller (a plunger inside of a half inch diameter, 18-inch long
clear acrylic tube). After the Safety Control Officer (an adult) made sure nobody was in the direct line of fire, the Launch Controller (the child) would let the plunger drop, pushing a large volume of air out the bottom of the acrylic tube and through the
small diameter tubing that turned the air flow back up into the piece of straw rocket. This blast of compressed air launched the
rockets rapidly several feet into the air. The colored paper rocket not only allowed the children to personalize and build their
rocket, but the paper taped to the straw intentionally created drag and aerodynamic instability that prevented the straw rocket
from flying too far and too fast. In his thank you to volunteers after the Air Show, AFRL Rocket Lab Education Outreach Manager, Mr. Kriss Vander Hyde, noted, “The kids had a great time, and we had a number of good conversations with the public and
former employees. Thanks again for your help and braving the cold!”

(Photo Credit: AFRL)

Mr. Jim Eckmann (left), SLI’s RTES Program Manager, and Ms.
Alexandra Ortiz (right), SLI Aerospace Research Engineer, join Ms.
Noelle Goodeaux, AFRL Motors Branch Aerospace Engineer, and
Dr. S. Alex Schumaker, AFRL Combustion Devices Branch Technical Advisor, to promote STEM at the AFRL Rocket Lab booth inside the STEM Pavilion Tent at the LA County Air Show.

(Photo Credit: AFRL)

A young child waits for their straw
rocket to be placed on the launch
mount before raising and dropping
the launch control plunger to blast
their rocket into the sky inside the
STEM Pavilion at the 2018 LA
County Air Show.
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Rotating Detonation Rocket Engine (RDRE)
Investigations
Researchers at the AFRL Rocket Lab are conducting experimental and computational investigations exploring the potential of
rotating detonation rocket engines (RDREs) for future propulsion applications. RDREs offer the potential for increased work produced by combustion at roughly constant volume, which in theory will lead to an increase in delivered specific impulse (Isp) when
compared to deflagration based combustion at constant pressure.
Figure 1 shows a diagram of an RDE with a single transverse detonation wave (TDW) shown in red, in Figure 1. The left-hand side
illustrates the basic geometry of the device with the detonation wave traveling azimuthally around the annulus. The right-hand
side illustrates the basic structure of the reacting flow field in the device in an unfurled 2D diagram of the channel. Mixed, unreacted propellant, shown in blue, is continuously injected into the channel from below. The transverse detonation wave is shown
as a red surface traveling around the annulus (in the direction designated by the green arrow) at approximately the ChapmanJouguet (CJ) velocity, DCJ. The DCJ typically ranges between 1-3 km/s resulting in a 1-40 kHz frequency depending on annulus
diameter and number of transverse detonation waves. Immediately behind the transverse detonation wave are orange highpressure combustion products expanding, cooling into the yellow and white regions. In the high-pressure (orange) regions immediately following the transverse detonation wave, propellant injection is temporarily halted by the localized high pressure of
the combustion products. As the combustion products expand into the yellow and white regions, the propellant injection recovers, as shown on the bottom of the unrolled diagram of Figure 1. Trailing from the transverse detonation wave is an oblique
shock, which interacts with some fraction of the expanded combustion products producing a shear mixing layer at the upper
contact surface. Here, a coupled expansion wave interfaces
between the previously expanded combustion products and
the high-pressure region recently vacated by the transverse
donation wave.

Figure 1. Unrolled RDE Picture Detailing Critical Components of the RDE Flow Field.1

Despite its relative mechanical simplicity, detailed studies
of RDREs are difficult due to extreme operating conditions
and limited accessibility from an experimental perspective.
Consequently, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is wellsuited to clarify much of the underlying physics, aid in the
optimization of design, and identify future areas of interest. SLI’s Dr. Christopher Lietz is applying the newly developed dual-mesh code known as the SPACE (Scalable
Physics-based Advanced Computational Engineering)
platform alongside another code known as GEMS
(General Equation and Mesh Solver) to simulate several
geometries of interest to the RDRE investigations.
As an example of this work, Figure 2 shows six snapshots
of the pressure and temperature fields after quasi-steady
state, cyclic behavior has been reached in a threedimensional simulation of an RDRE.2. The variation of this
field in the radial direction is apparent, with the leading
edge of the detonation moving along the inside wall while
the outer wall wave lags considerably. Given the thickness
of the annulus and the fact that the inner detonation travels a shorter distance, this is not surprising. The reaction
zone at this outer face is substantially broader as well,
eventually trailing off and yielding a reflected wave back
to the inner wall. This three-pointed detonation wave
structure sustains throughout the entirety of the cycle.
That the shape remains consistent indicates that the inner
and outer walls reach a balance, with detonation speed
increasing with radial distance.

Figure 2. Instantaneous Pressure and Temperature Contours
of 3D RDRE.2
Distribution A: Approved for Public Release; Distribution Unlimited. PA#18316
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Rotating Detonation Rocket Engine (RDRE)
Investigations Continued
In addition to the computational investigations of RDREs, experimental investigations are also under way. The Combustion Devices Branch’s successful test firings of an RDRE are delivering a treasure trove of data including thrust performance, counts of
detonation waves, and their velocities. Parametric studies of various design parameters to further expand the RDRE technological
envelope are continuing.

(Photo Credit: AFRL)

AFRL/RQRC successfully test fires a Rotating Detonation Rocket Engine (RDRE) thruster at Area
References:
1. Kasahara, J., Frolov, S., “Present Status of Pulse and Rotating Detonation Engine Research," in 25th International Colloquim
on the Dynamics of Explosions and Reactive Systems (ICDERS), August 2-7, 2015.
2. Lietz, C., Mundis, N., Sankaran, V., “Numerical Investigation of Rotating Detonation Rocket Engines," in AIAA SciTech Forum, January 8-12, 2018.
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OMES II Contract: Goddard Space Flight Center
(GSFC)
Omnibus Multidiscipline Engineering Services (OMES) II

SAIC Exercises Option Year for Teammate, Sierra Lobo
In 2017, NASA awarded the Omnibus Multidiscipline Engineering Services (OMES) II contract to Science Applications
International Corporation (SAIC) to support the Engineering
and Technology Directorate (ETD), located at NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland. SLI is a
teammate and subcontractor to SAIC. SLI’s excellent work on
the contract resulted in the second year of the contract being executed.
OMES II is a cost-plus, fixed-fee indefinite delivery/indefinite
quantity contract with a maximum ordering value of $620M.
The effective ordering period is from July 1, 2017, through
June 30, 2022.
The OMES II team provides engineering services for the
study, design, systems engineering, development, fabrication, integration, testing, verification and operations of
spaceflight, airborne, and ground-system hardware and software, including development and validation of new technologies to enable future space and science missions.
The two primary customers are the Satellite Servicing Projects Division (SSPD) and the Joint Polar Satellite System
(JPSS) Program Office. The SSPD Team develops satelliteservicing solutions for NASA and America-accelerating tech-

nology, exploration, and expansion from Earth to deep
space. The JPSS Team is the nation’s advanced polarorbiting, weather satellite system. JPSS is a collaborative program between the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and NASA.
The OMES II team had to “hit the ground running” from the
start of the contract, as the JPSS-1 launch date was looming. The rocket carrying JPSS-1 successfully launched November 18, 2017. Additionally, SSPD has their own mission
on the horizon, as they prepare to launch Robotic Refueling
Mission 3 (RRM3) in 2018; a mission designed to demonstrate on the International Space Station the technology to
replenish consumables like propellant and coolant. This technology will advance satellite-servicing capabilities and enable long-duration, deep-space exploration. Congratulations
to our OMES II employees for successfully supporting our
NASA GSFC customers (JPSS & SSPD) so well!
For more information about JPSS missions, visit http://
www.jpss.noaa.gov/launch.html
For more information about SSPD missions, visit https://
sspd.gsfc.nasa.gov/

Goddard Space Flight Center honors Summer Interns
Maryland Space Business Roundtable
(MSBR)
Goddard Space Flight Center honored their summer
Interns with a business formal luncheon at Martin's
Crosswinds, in Greenbelt, MD, on July 17th.
Also during the luncheon, Greg Mandt, Director,
Joint Polar Satellite System (JPSS), at the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA),
gave an informative presentation to members of
the Maryland Space Business Roundtable.

(Photo Credit: SLI)

Once a month, aerospace and technology businesses, universities, and individuals, that share a mutual
interest in promoting a robust space community,
meet, interact, learn, and act on initiatives for future
growth.
SLI is a proud member of the Maryland Space Business Roundtable.
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Above, left to right: OMES II PM, Bill
Gallagher; Intern, Justin Stang, University of St.
Thomas, MN ; and SLI’s ETIS II Business
Manager, Steve Schneider
Left: Greg Mandt, Director, Joint Polar
Satellite System at NOAA, gives presentation at
Martin's Crosswinds, in Greenbelt, MD
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TOS Contract: U.S. Air Force Arnold Engineering
Development Complex (AEDC)
Test Operations and Sustainment (TOS)

Team Replaces Crane - Avoiding Test Delays
(Taken from High Mach Publication Vol. 65, No. 7, by David Wilhite)

In a unified effort, AEDC Propulsion Wind Tunnel management, AEDC Test Operations and Sustainment contractor National Aerospace Solutions, the Arnold Air Force Base Contracting Office and the Arnold Civil Engineering Branch’s Simplified Acquisition
Base Engineering Requirements (SABER) contractor, SDVE, LLC, executed a very timely replacement of a 20-ton 20-202 bridge
crane at the Propulsion Wind Tunnel Facility. “Although this was a very tight installation window, SDVE and their subcontractor,
Deshazo Crane Company, LLC, expeditiously executed this project from Feb. 19 to March 1, completing the lead and asbestos
abatement, electrical upgrades, new walkway grating, crane and control installation, and load testing and training,” said Ed Mickle, Flight Systems CTF schedule integrator. The original SherpardNiles bridge crane was assembled and installed in the 1951 to
(Photo Cr
1953 timeframe and had greatly exceeded its life expectancy.
NASA
The control systems for the original crane were antiquated and
part availability was becoming increasingly more difficult as the
years passed.
To avoid long downtime periods and impacts to PWT operations
anticipated in the near future, this project was a PWT and AEDC
top-priority. The load test, conducted on Feb. 23, comprised of
loading the 20-ton main hook to 125 percent of the crane and
hook’s listed capacity. With the weight on the hook, the test crew
lifted the load off the ground a specified distance and held it
there for five minutes to verify the crane components would hold
(Photo Credit: AEDC)
the load without any slippage. The load was then trolleyed north
and south to verify the crane could operate under the required
Above: This new 20-ton, 20-202 bridge crane was installed at the Propulsion Wind
test load. The load test was subsequently repeated for the 5-ton Tunnel Facility to replace the original bridge crane, which was installed in the early
auxiliary hook.
1950s. The AEDC Propulsion Wind Tunnel management, AEDC Test Operations
and Sustainment contractor National Aerospace Solutions, the Arnold Air Force
Base Contracting Office and the Arnold Civil Engineering Branch’s SABER
Contractor, SDVE, LLC, headed the acquirement of the new crane in an effort to
avoid long downtime periods and impacts to PWT operations.

(Photo Credit: (USAF/Rick Goodfriend)

Above: A representative with the crane company leads operation and
maintenance training Feb. 26 at the Propulsion Wind Tunnel Facility, which
allowed AEDC crane operators and maintenance personnel to get familiar
with the new crane. In a unified effort the AEDC Propulsion Wind Tunnel
management, AEDC Test Operation and Sustainment contractor National
Aerospace Solutions, the Arnold Air Force Base Contracting Office and the
Arnold Civil Engineering Branch’s SABER Contractor, SDVE, LLC, executed
a replacement of the 20-ton, 20-202 bridge crane at the Propulsion Wind
Tunnel Facility.

We are known by the tracks we leave...

On Feb. 26, a representative with Deshazo led the crane operation
and maintenance training, which allowed time for operators and
maintenance personnel to get familiar with the new crane and ask
questions to ease any concerns. Approximately 30 personnel, comprised of operating engineers, engineering technicians and maintenance technicians were trained and certified on the operation and the
maintenance of the crane. This safer, more efficient crane will be utilized for maintenance of the large equipment within PWT Motor
Drive. “The project’s completion is a great example of how AEDC professionals execute work on this base day-in and day-out through
teamwork, proactive project management and communication,” said
Mickle. This project was executed for AEDC Propulsion Flight Systems
Combined Test Force with assistance from Mickle; Jon Paul Wallace,
portfolio manager; Barry Banks, construction manager; and Erin Robinson, systems engineer. Scott Key, PWT maintenance planner, led the
overall coordination on the crane installation, and Barry McWhorter,
rigging crew lead, facilitated the testing of the crane. David Wilhite,
SABER program manager, Robert Greene, PZI Contracting C.O.; Patricia Henderson, contract specialist; and members of SDVE, LLC were
also instrumental in acceleration of the contract schedule to meet the
window of opportunity during the busy testing schedule.
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Excellence in Execution Key to AEDC Success
(Taken from High Mach Publication Vol. 65, No. 6, by Bradley Hicks, AEDC Public Affairs)
In 2018, there is a renewed emphasis on two key components of the AEDC culture – excellence and quality. Over the last few
years, Team AEDC has been working to elevate the overall quality of the product provided to customers. Inside Test Operations,
the focus has been on more than just delivering hard drives full of raw test data but on decision-quality information that better
enables billion-dollar down-select decisions and more effective design trades, according to Col. Tim West, Chief of the Test Operations Division. “Ultimately, knowledge is our only product,” West said. “It’s not blowing air through a tunnel or putting hours
on an engine. That’s how we generate our product, but it’s not the product. I am proud of the progress Team AEDC has made in
driving down data uncertainty while elevating the analytical rigor in our customer deliverables. “When AEDC delivers a quality
product to our customers, we better enable weapon system program offices to make billion-dollar, down-select decisions, and
we better equip the prime contractors we support to make smart design trades. The end result is quicker, more affordable delivery of game-changing capabilities to America’s warfighters.” West also said that continuous quality improvement is vital in areas
outside of test execution. “Improving the quality of our maintenance program means higher test facility reliability across the
complex,” West said. “Getting this right will be essential to meeting the demand signal we’re seeing for the next several years.
Getting this wrong could lead to catastrophic failure, months of downtime, and millions in repair costs to restore our worldunique test capabilities – as we recently saw in the High Temperature Laboratory.” The failure to properly close two valves in the
HTL resulted in $1.3 million in damage and two months of downtime at a time when the customer demand signal for arc jet test
support was 33 percent higher than the previous two years, according to West. Contractors across AEDC have their own programs and measures to ensure that these components remain a focus throughout 2018 and into the future. NAS Quality Absolutes According to NAS Quality Manager Dan Sweety, the Quality Absolutes are five fundamental practices or behaviors that,
when implemented, have been proven to minimize rework, improve first-time quality, and have demonstrated their ability to
positively impact work execution, desired outcomes and customer satisfaction. “Because each of our behaviors have such a significant impact on the quality of our work, it’s important that we emphasize and implement the correct behaviors when performing our work each day,” Sweety said. “The Quality Absolutes define five of the key behaviors and expectations.”
The NAS Quality Absolutes are:
• Stop When Unsure
• Follow Procedures
• Conduct Job Briefs
• Adhere to Verification/Hold Points
• Own Your Signature

Stopping when unsure, in short, means an employee should stop work when things do not seem right, if there is confusion or
uncertainty, unexpected outcomes arise, or he or she is inexperienced with the task. Among the behaviors that lead to successfully following procedures are understanding the work instructions/procedures for the work being performed, ensuring use of
the correct revision of the document(s), and adhering to all safety and security requirements. The most significant impacts to
building a strong Quality culture are made through employee engagement and by ensuring everyone is prepared to perform
each task, Sweety said. The Quality Absolute related to job briefs encourages the engagement of all work performers to conduct
discussions of the tasks and address the task purpose and personnel assignments, safety and security requirements, as well as
the potential hazards, risks and mitigation, previous lessons learned, and any questions or concerns. “These discussions are valuable both prior to and after the work is complete in order to learn from our experiences,” Sweety said. Adhering to verification/
hold points requires work performers to be aware of all hold points. Hold points or verifications are points in a process or task
that require independent verification, inspection and/or approval before proceeding to the next step. Among the behaviors outlined in the Own Your Signature Absolute are verifying that information provided is correct and the actions specified have been
completed before it is signed or stamped. This includes refusal to sign for work not performed or performed incorrectly and selfchecking work before signing or sending electronically. Sweety said because “human factors and our behaviors have such a significant impact on the quality of our work, it’s important that we emphasize and implement the correct behaviors when performing the complex work, which we do for our customers.” “We’re going to be experiencing an increase in test rates,” he said.
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Excellence in Execution Key to AEDC Success Cont’d
“That is a good thing, but this increased demand brings with it higher expectations and risks, so these fundamental behaviors
become even potentially more valuable in preventing bad days.” Personnel should now see posters, featuring the NAS Quality
Absolutes around Arnold AFB, and NAS leaders are actively spreading the message of Quality Absolutes through a variety of
channels and will be providing team members with additional information on the Absolutes and their relevance to the workforce. Both the National Full-Scale Aerodynamics Complex and Hypervelocity Tunnel 9 have rolled out the Quality Absolutes to
their workforce as well. Sweety summarized by stating that developing a culture that delivers quality results is vital to AEDC’s
continued success and to the success of its customers. “The most significant impact we can make on achieving ‘right the first
time’ quality is by engaging each other and ensuring we are prepared for and understand each task,” he said.

TOSC Contract: Kennedy Space Center (KSC)
Test and Operations Support Contract (TOSC)

Congratulations to TOSC’s 1st Quarter 2018 Winners
CT to ML Stairway Interface Design Team (SLI employee Mathew Adamira, Daniel Falkenbach, and Caryl McEndree): The trio
completed a major, critical path structural design modification to the Crawler Transporter/ML interface within a four-week period.
The team far exceeded typical design/analysis timelines to achieve NASA’s challenging schedule objectives.
Sierra Lobo provides personnel capable of supporting design and development tasks, including: requirements definition and
management, technology assessment,
trade studies, concept development, design, fabrication and assembly, integration,
testing, analyses, installation, verification,
validation, documentation, and delivery.
SLI personnel, reporting to Jacobs TOSC
Management, design products and services in areas, such as propellants, gases,
electrical power, systems engineering and
integration, reliability, human factors, cryogenics, hypergolic, pneumatics, hydraulics,
fiber optics, communication systems, information technology security systems, sensors, instrumentation, hazardous gas detection, intelligent systems, modeling and
simulation, computer hardware, software,
networking, system safety, quality, configuration management, maintainability, contamination control, control systems, mechanical systems, structures, stress and
load analyses, vibro-acoustic analyses,
thermal analyses, computational fluid dynamics, data analyses, industrial engineering, materials science, electronic design,
data acquisition, metrology, and atmospheric science.
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Above, left to right: Brad McCain, Director of Engineering, Daniel Falkenbach, Caryl McEndree, and
Mathew Adamira (SLI)
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TFOME II Contract: Glenn Research Center (GRC)
Test Facility Operations, Maintenance and Engineering (TFOME) II
NASA Glenn Research Center (GRC) at Lewis Field (LF) and Plum Brook Station (PBS)
(Photo Credit: NASA)

(Photo Credit: NASA)

(Photo Credit: NASA)

Above, left:: Othmane Benafan (NASA) and Tim Halsmer (TFOME II)
Above, right: Rocks Rock Splitter in action

Shape Memory Alloy Rocks Rock Splitter
At NASA Glenn, a new way to split rocks has been developed. This light weight, portable device uses small slugs of a specially
developed metal alloy. When inserted into a rock and heated, this metal changes shape, exerting over 10 tons of force in the
process, splitting the rock. This method of breaking rocks is far lighter weight then with other tools, and much safer than
explosives. It is hoped that this technology will help rovers and future astronauts take scientific samples. Additional
applications here on earth include the fields of oil drilling, mining, archaeology, and geology.
This technology was recently honored with an R&D 100 award as “One of the 100 most technologically Significant New
Products of the year in Process or Prototyping.” The award names Othmane Benafan and Ron Noebe, researchers in NASA
Glenn’s Advanced Metallics Branch, and Tim Halsmer, a test engineer supporting them through the TFOME II contract.
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Computed Tomography for the Icing Research Tunnel
Test Facility Operations, Maintenance and Engineering II (TFOME II)
NASA Glenn Research Center (GRC) at Lewis Field (LF) and Plum Brook Station (PBS)
The Icing Research Tunnel (IRT) creates conditions similar to an
aircraft flying through clouds, and is one of the most heavilyused facilities at the NASA Glenn Research Center. The IRT
differs from most wind tunnels as the air can be cooled to well
below freezing temperatures, and has a series of spray nozzles
that produce supercooled water particles that simulate
different types of clouds. These clouds of tiny water droplets
are carried past a test article that is mounted in the 6 ft. high by
9 ft. wide test section. The cloud should be as spatially uniform
and repeatable as possible. The cloud must be calibrated for
uniformity and total amount of water that flows through the
test section. This calibration has many different conditions to
vary including air speed, temperature, cloud water content and
droplet size, thus being complicated and time consuming. A
partial calibration is performed once every six months, and a
full calibration is performed approximately every five years.

to generate an image of the density and uniformity of the
cloud, a reference condition when no cloud is present, and a
second when the cloud is present. The data is reconstructed
using tomographic algorithms similar to those used in medical
imaging, except that the cloud data uses a soft-sided Gaussian
blob (kind of a hilltop looking feature), and not a function that
has high, spatial differences, as needed for medical diagnostics.
A second unique feature of this system is the rectangular
geometry, which is very much different than the standard
circular cross-section geometry.

This system was demonstrated for the first time in the IRT
during the week of February 12, 2018. The laboratory
development apparatus was mounted slightly downstream of
the test section to save time and money of not building a
second rig that would fit in the test section for this proof of
concept testing. Data was acquired from a variety of standard
The current method of icing cloud uniformity measurement is spray conditions and simulated faults to determine the
done by bolting a metal grid into the test section to collect sensitivity of the light extinction tomography system. This effort
accreted ice on the exposed faces during the icing spray. The was an excellent start for this promising technology.
grid is 6 ft. by 6 ft. and is made of 6 in. square cells. The tunnel
is run for a set of test conditions with a spray, the facility is shut Timothy Bencic, tbencic@nasa.gov
down, and the accreted ice is manually measured by a
technician entering the tunnel using a caliper to determine the
ice thickness and analyzed to determine the cloud uniformity.
At the end of last century (1999), a system to aid in the
calibration, as well as real-time monitoring of the cloud, was
proposed. The system uses light extinction tomography to
monitor the spray distribution and density as a function of
position in the test section. A large number of lasers are
sequentially projected across the test section where many light
detectors measure the intensity of light along the path from
the laser to the detectors. It takes two measurement conditions

(Photo Credit: NASA)

(Photo Credit: NASA)

(Photo Credit: NASA)
(Photo Credit: NASA)

Above: Light Extinction Tomography installed in the Icing Research
Tunnel looking downstream (left) and looking upstream with all the laser
turned on (bottom).

We are known by the tracks we leave...

Above: Video frame of a single spray bar with all lasers on in a flow
visualization mode (top) and tomography reconstruction of the same single
spray bar averaged over a minute (red area of the scanned 6’x9’ area,
bottom).
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Research and Technologies for Aerospace
Propulsion Systems 2 (RTAPS2) at GRC
Sierra Lobo, Inc. (SLI) is proud to offer the NASA Glenn Research Center (GRC) and their customers a space propulsion division
fully capable of executing the Space Propulsion Technology Area Statement of Work under the Research and Technologies for
Aerospace Propulsion Systems (RTAPS2) contract.

Contact Information:
Contract Number: #NNC15BA14B
RTAPS2 Contracting Officer (CO):
Kimberly Y. Hill
NASA Glenn Research Center
21000 Brookpark Road
Cleveland, Ohio 44135
(216) 433-5267
kimberly.y.hill@nasa.gov
Sierra Lobo Program Manager (PM):
Dr. Phil Putman
Manager, Research and Technology
11401 Hoover Road
Milan, Ohio 44846
PPutman@sierralobo.com

Statement of Work









Element 2.2.1
Element 2.2.2
Element 2.2.3
Element 2.2.3
2.2.3.1
Element 2.2.3
2.2.3.2
Element 2.2.4
Element 2.2.5
Element 2.2.6

Propulsion System Design and Trade Studies
Liquid Engine Systems
Propellant Systems
Propellant Systems
Cryogenic Propellant Systems
Propellant Systems
Non-cryogenic (Earth-storable) Propellant Systems
Electric Propulsion
Rocket-Based Combined Cycle Propulsion Systems
Advanced Propulsion Systems

(Photo
NA

2

Basic and Applied Aerospace Research and
Technology (BAART) at LaRC
Statement of Work
Advanced Materials and Structural Systems
 Advanced Materials & Processing
 Durability, Damage Tolerance, & Reliability
 Structural Mechanics & Concepts
 Structural Dynamics

Sierra Lobo, Inc., as a major subcontractor to Analytical Services &
Materials, Inc. (AS&M), was awarded the Basic and Applied Aerospace Research and Technology (BAART) contract in Technical Track
A, “Advanced Materials and Structural Systems Aerodynamics, Aerothermodynamics, and Acoustics” and Task C, “Entry, Descent, and
Landing” (EDL).

Aerodynamics, Aerothermodynamics, and Acoustics Task orders issued against this contract will range in maturity from
basic research supporting tools and technology development,
 Configuration Aerodynamics
through integrated technology demonstrations, potentially to in Advanced Configurations
clude flight demonstrations.
 Integration & Interaction of Aircraft
Components
Contact Information:
 Computational Modeling & Simulation
Contract Number: #NNL14ZB1001R
 Flow Physics and Control
 Aerothermodynamics
BAART Contracting Officer (CO):
Sierra Lobo Program Manager (PM):
 Hypersonic Airbreathing Propulsion
Octavia Hicks
Tony Skaff
 Vehicle Noise Prediction & Control
Mail Stop 012
Director, Technology and Technical
 Model Systems
NASA LaRC
Services
Entry, Descent, and Landing (EDL)
 EDL Concept Development
 Enabling Technologies for EDL
 Analysis and Testing
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Hampton, VA 23681-2199
(757) 864-8510
Octavia.l.hicks@nasa.gov
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U.S. Army Aviation and Missile Command
(AMCOM) EXPRESS
Sierra Lobo, Inc., is a minor subcontractor to Logicore, a prime on the U.S. Army’s
Aviation and Missile Command (AMCOM) EXPRESS contract.
The AMCOM EXPRESS contract is a multiple award BPA program leveraging GSA
schedules to provide comprehensive advisory and assistance services to the AMCOM
Life Cycle Management Command, U.S. Army Program Executive Offices (PEOs),
U.S. Army Materiel Command (AMC), U.S. Army Research, Development and Engineering Command (RDECOM) and other customers.
Sierra Lobo supports these key AMCOM EXPRESS SOW areas.

o Credit:
ASA)

2






Propulsion Systems/Technology
Systems Engineering
Structures and Materials
Test and Evaluation

Contact Information:
BPA Number: #W31P4Q-18-Q-0013
Logicore Business Development
Manager:
Hailey Cox
(256) 533-5789, Ext. 288
Fax: 256-533-5785
hcox@logicorehsv.com

o Credit:
ASA)

Logicore Contracts Manager:
Annelise Stiles
(256) 533-5789, Ext. 270
Fax: 256-533-5785
astiles@logicorehsv.com

Oasis Small Business Contracts
Pools 5A, 5B, and 6

Sierra Lobo has prime positions on three Pools under the small business portion of GSA’s One Acquisition
Solution for Integrated Services (OASIS) multiple award contracts.
OASIS Small Business, which could be valued at as much as $10B over its ten-year contract life, is a Government-wide professional services vehicle administered by the General Services Administration. Agencies that utilize the small business OASIS contracts to release task orders will receive credit toward their small business goals. The Air Force committed to leverage the OASIS SB vehicle for at least $500M in services in the first contract cycle (five years) and issues task orders to support to the Air
Force Test Center (AFTC), Air Force Life Cycle Management Center (AFLCMC), and Air Force Space and Missile Command (SMC).
Specifically, Sierra Lobo was one of 22 awardees in each Pool 5a - 541712/1000 employees (Aircraft Parts R&D) and Pool 5b 541712/1000 employees (Space Vehicles and Guided Missiles R&D) and one of 40 awardees in Pool 6 - 541712/1500 employees
(Aircraft R&D).
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TheWolfPack
Come, my friends,
Tis not too late to seek a newer world.
- Tennyson, “Ulysses” 1842

Welcome to the Pack
New Additions to the Pack
Name

Title

Location/Contract

Chad Cleary

Stationary Engineer/Boiler Operator

ATOM IV

Noah J. Emrick

Engineering Technician II

aVal

David Krause
Cody Kornowski

Sr. Mechanical Design Engineer
Electrical Engineer

Corporate
Corporate

Gregory Gomes
Darius Jeffers
Steven Patterson
Robin Penn
Trevor Graf
Marcus Kaufman

Jr. Financial Analyst
Engineer in Training
Program Office Support Admin
Engineering Technician III
Engineering Technician V
T2-II - Mechanical Technician II

ETIS II
ETIS II
ETIS II
ETIS II
ETIS II
ETIS II

Christopher Walch

Engineering Co Op

MEDALS

John Clark
Keon Kooschesfahami
Richard Picard
Alexandra Dembry
Kasthurl Sivagnanam

Systems Analysis Intern
Liquid Rocket Intern
RDRE Research Engineer Intern
EP Research Engineer Intern
RDRE Research Engineer Intern

RTES
RTES
RTES
RTES
RTES

Carl LeDuc
Colleen D. Martin
Steven D. Grube
Bryan Greenly
Samantha Wood
Deric Hausmann
Dorothea Duffy
Angeles Velez
Elaine Williams
Megen Nelson
Laura Stevens
Lamar Emery
Eileen Kehoe
Matthew Adkins

Support Specialist II - Drafter
Support Specialist II - Drafter
Support Specialist II - Drafter
Engineer II - Electrical Design
Engineer III - Engineering Analysis
Engineer III - Mechanical Design
Support Specialist II - Configuration Management
Support Specialist II - Configuration Management
Support Specialist II - Configuration Management
Support Specialist II - Configuration Management
Support Specialist II - Configuration Management
Engineer III - Safety
Supports Specialist II - Configuration Management
Support Specialist I - Configuration Management

TOSC
TOSC
TOSC
TOSC
TOSC
TOSC
TOSC
TOSC
TOSC
TOSC
TOSC
TOSC
TOSC
TOSC
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Welcome to the Pack
New Additions to the Pack Continued
Name

Title

Location/Contract

Jayme Hannon
Brandi Capps
Patricia M. Lowery
Robert D. Horton
Michael A. Caschetto
Steven T. Oki
Anthony Swindell
Tonya L. Haughwout
Robert Hill
Susana Rosende

Support Specialist I - Configuration Management
Support Specialist II - Configuration Management
Support Specialist II - Scheduler (TAIR)
Engineer III - Quality
Engineer III - Quality
Engineer III - Software Quality
Support Specialist II - Drafter
Engineer III - Electrical Design
Support Specialist II - Configuration Management
Support Specialist II - Configuration Management

TOSC
TOSC
TOSC
TOSC
TOSC
TOSC
TOSC
TOSC
TOSC
TOSC

E-Mail Tips from the Information Management Team
In an effort to keep everyone’s Exchange mailbox working
efficiently, the Information Management Team would like to
offer the following recommendations for managing your
mailbox.
The first step in managing your mailbox is to understand the
amount of data that you are working with and the limits that
are in place. This is shown under the Mailbox Cleanup area
after clicking on the File tab in Outlook or under Settings ->
Options -> Account if using Outlook Web Access (OWA).
Keep in mind that mailbox size is limited to 2 GB, and your
ability to send email is disabled if the limit is reached.

thread. This makes the information easier to find while
keeping the number of emails in check. The Cleanup Folder
can be accessed from the folder tab in Outlook while Mailbox
Cleanup can be accessed from File tab -> Cleanup Tools in
Outlook.
If you have any questions or need assistance, do not hesitate
to contact a member of the Information Management Team.

Managing your Sent Items and Deleted Items provides an
easy way to help keep your mailbox size in check. Some
employees choose to keep nothing in these folders, while
others will keep three to six months and delete everything
else. Regardless, it is imperative that you only keep a limited
number of emails in these folders.
If you want to avoid an email going to the Deleted Items
folder, only to delete it from there later, you can permanently
delete it from your mailbox. To do this, highlight the email or
emails that you want to permanently delete and then hit
“delete” while holding down the left Shift key.
Finally, in order to clean up the email threads within a specific
folder or across the entire mailbox, you can use Cleanup
Folder or Mailbox Cleanup features. These features will
combine the various emails within an email thread into a
single email and delete all of the other emails from that
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SLI’s TDEC is the “Go-To” Facility for Critical Reachback
With ten patents, and the recipients of two prestigious Research and Development (R&D) 100
awards for engineering excellence, the TDEC team focuses on “Mission Success.” We combine
expertise in engineering and engineering services at our TDEC facility with a broad range of
critical skills at our Government service contracts to help our customers meet their mission
objectives. A sample of our skills and capabilities include:
■ Thermal and structural design simulation and analysis
■ Cryogenics, fuels and oxidizers, conditioning, storage, transfer, and handling
■ Specialty processes vessels, hardware, and manufactured systems
■ System design, integration, commissioning, and operation
■ Design for hazardous locations and classifications
■ Fatigue and fracture mechanics and fitness for service
■ Flight hardware development and support
Our 35,000 sq. ft. engineering, manufacturing, and test facility includes a Class 100,000
clean room assembly area, secure research lab, machine shop, and state-of-the-art IT
infrastructure for virtual engineering. Our cryogenic fuels and oxidizer testing complex; the
Sierra Lobo Test Facility (SLTF), includes:
■ Liquid hydrogen and oxygen storage and distribution
■ High and low speed DAQ, video, and controls
■ Class I, Group B, C, D electrical classification
Our award winning services include:
■ Research and technology and product development
■ Specialty engineering and analysis
■ Systems engineering
■ Specialty process system hardware
■ Test support hardware and facility enhancements
■ Test article development and system development and integration

Special Thanks to Sierra Lobo Program Managers
Many thanks to our dedicated Program Managers for providing the newsletter editor
with the updates of the various contracts, events, and volunteer experiences of their
employees. Without you, we wouldn’t be informed of all the great things that Sierra
Lobo, Inc. is involved with on both a professional and personal level.

About Sierra Lobo, Inc.
Founded in 1993, Sierra Lobo, Inc. employs over 700 high-achieving, dedicated engineers, technicians, and administrative personnel. Sierra Lobo is a Hispanic, Americanowned; small-disadvantaged business with its corporate office in Fremont, Ohio. Sierra Lobo is a two-time winner of NASA’s most prestigious quality award, the George
M. Low award, most recently in 2011. Sierra Lobo is also a winner of two R&D 100
Awards for development of advanced technologies. We received certification to the
International Aerospace Quality Group AS9100 standards. Additionally, we are International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 9001:2008 registered as “A Provider
of Engineering and Technical Services, including Hardware Fabrication and Testing,
to the Aerospace and Transportation Industries.” An independent rating authority
independently assessed us a Capability Maturity Model Integrated (CMMI ®-DEV) Capability Level 2 fully compliant and Level 3 compliant in Risk Management.

Regional Offices
Corporate Office
102 Pinnacle Drive
Fremont, OH 43420
Phone: 419-332-7101
Fax: 419-332-1619

Technology Development
and Engineering Center
11401 Hoover Road
Milan, OH 44846
Phone: 419-499-9653 (WOLF)
Fax: 419-499-7700

Greenbelt Office

6301 Ivy Lane - Suite 620
Greenbelt, MD 20770
Phone: 301-875-8006
Fax: 301-313-0243

Hampton Office

100 Exploration Way - Suite 320
Hampton, VA 23666
Phone: 757-251-2224
Fax: 757-251-2660

Pasadena Office

465 North Halstead Street—Suite 130
Pasadena, CA 91107
Phone: 626-510-6340
Fax: 626-510-6360

www.sierralobo.com

We are known by the tracks we leave…
Wolves have long been regarded by Native Americans as teachers or pathfinders. Wolves are fiercely loyal to their mates and have a
strong sense of family, while maintaining individualism. To many, the wolf symbolizes freedom, the spirit of nature, resourcefulness, and adaptability, even under the most dire circumstances. Sierra Lobo (mountain wolf) takes its name from this resilient creature and aspires to the extraordinary traits that the wolf has come to symbolize.
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